PHARMACY SOLUTIONS SUITE

Improve medication adherence & patient satisfaction, reduce costs

PokitDok’s Pharmacy Solutions suite enables real-time access to pharmacy benefits verification, price transparency, and copay information across all government and commercial health insurance plans. Plus, it’s the first solution to reveal benefit and formulary information before filing a prescription.

We are excited to be working with PokitDok and are so thankful they’re doing what they’re doing in the industry...We’ve been waiting for this for a long time.

Elliot Cohen
CTO, PillPack

Benefits

Reduce Primary Non-Adherence to Medications:
The first step to increasing adherence is motivating patients to fill prescriptions. That starts with making medication pricing more transparent. PokitDok reveals out-of-pocket costs for prescriptions at the point of care.

Improve Patient Satisfaction:
Armed with pharmacy benefit coverage details and medication costs, patients can avoid unpleasant surprises — like sticker shock — that can undermine their experience.

Flexible and Easy to Integrate:
Our Pharmacy APIs are easy to integrate and implement, enhancing current workflows or creating new applications.

Real-Time Pharmacy Benefits Verification:
Instantly verify patient coverage and drug cost, copay, deductible, and other plan details.

PokitDok Network:
Connect by API to major pharmacy benefit management systems — government and commercial plans. DokChain, our healthcare blockchain technology, will enable even greater prescription drug price transparency, networking and security going forward.

Reduce Employer-Sponsored Insurance Costs:
Brokers and benefit administrators can provide companies with new tools to drive down expenses, including the ability for employees to calculate prescription drug costs based on current medication needs.

For more information on our solutions, contact bizdev@pokitdok.com or 877-564-5029